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With substantial experience in credit risk
processes at utilities and trading firms
world-wide, the team behind Brady CRisk
has developed a superior user experience,
with the belief that rigorous credit risk
management can be achieved with ease
of use, simplicity and cost-efficiency.

Designed with 20+ years of energy
and commodities market expertise
Volatile markets and stressed supply chains negatively impact
earnings potential. Maintaining healthy cash flows demands
intraday credit exposure analysis, real-time exposure reporting
and a holistic view of liquidity across the business.
Brady CRisk is an enterprise wide credit risk and liquidity
management platform designed specifically for market
participants trading energy and commodities. It offers a fast
and modern user experience that equips risk, credit, finance
and compliance teams with all the market standards, processes
and transparency around credit risk management.

Built for the cloud
CRisk is built to scale, delivering intuitive credit risk monitoring
needs to both SME and multi-national companies. The solution
can be deployed within the Brady private cloud or external
cloud systems such as Azure or AWS. If preferred, the system
can be deployed as an on-premise solution.

Quick implementation with no hidden costs
CRisk’s core functionality is pre-configured making it quick and
easy to set up with go live possible in just weeks. A fixed yearly
service rate means there are no hidden extras.

Trusted and proven
CRisk has been designed to incorporate best practice in credit
risk processes championed by leading industry bodies
including the European Federation of Energy Traders (EFET).

Delivering competitive advantage
CRisk has been designed for managing credit data,
applying limits, calculating and reporting risk exposures,
defining workflow, margining and counterparty scoring.
• Highly intuitive UX; user defined reports take just
minutes to generate
• Pre-deal checking to support more informed decisions
by traders
• Ease of data analysis with PowerBI and other business
intelligence tools
• Real-time exposure calculations; enter a trade,
collateral or agreement and see the effect immediately
• Illustration of historical and PFE through projection of
cash flows and price movements
• Automatic notification by email when a critical
event occurs such as limit violations or exposure
threshold breaches
• Ability to incorporate in-house models via excel templates
• Interfaces with ETRM, ERP and other finance/back
office systems
• Full audit trail of user activity for compliance
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Counterparty Scoring
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Liquidity Risk
Cash flow desktop and CSA cash flow analysis
• Visual presentation of cash flow development
• Slice and dice cash flows as needed for your analysis
• Detailed breakdown of CSA cash flows

Reports
• Short-term and long-term cash flow details by entity, currency,
			 market and many other dimensions

Stochastic analysis
• Projection of future cash flows, based on historical observations

Cleared trades
• New interfaces and calculation of variation margin/spot projections
• Can upload initial margin from external source

Get in touch and see
CRisk for yourself.
We’ll be pleased to arrange a demonstration for you.

Contact us directly
Brady Technologies
Centennium House, 100 Lower Thames Street, London, EC3R 6DL, UK
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